MAGON Debuts With The Fórsa
Titanium Chronograph
The rst creation from Magon Watches is the Fórsa Titanium Chronograph. A Swiss made
mechanical, column-wheel chronograph, housed in a grade 5 titanium tonneau case.
There are two versions available. One in polished titanium and one in matt black, which is
sandblasted DLC (Diamond Like Coating)
There’s a very good reason there aren’t many tonneau-shaped watches on the market and
even less tonneau chronographs and we knew the case was always going to be more
dif cult (than a conventional case) to produce and indeed we met with many technical
hurdles. Compromises were never made and while this meant longer development times
and more expense, the efforts paid dividends
Developed over 3 years and using over 25 years experience at the highest level of the
Swiss watch industry, Stephen McGonigle, of McGonigle Watches brings an exceptional
timepiece to the market.
“The best timepieces are inspired but they shouldn’t necessarily be de ned by their
inspiration
The rst creation, was inspired by a lifelong passion for the sport of rugby. The design
touches throughout the timepiece are very subtle, making this a very special piece, not just
for sports fans but for anyone interested in unique design and quality Swiss engineered
timepieces.
“THIS IS A RUGBY WATCH. THIS IS NOT A RUGBY WATCH
That said, the debut creation from MAGON truly is the rst timepiece ‘inspired’ by rugby
and while there are many pretenders to the throne, the Fórsa is an original in every
respect
Loads of information on the development and lots of high resolution images to be found
on the website
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MAGON Fórsa Titaniu
MAGON Fórsa Blac

